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EU  Integration and the “Backwardness” 
of New Member States: The Case of 
Romania and Bulgaria

Akira UEGAKI

Introduction

Among the former socialist countries of Eastern Europe, Romania 
and Bulgaria, together with other Balkan regions like Albania and south�
ern parts of Yugoslavia, have been regarded as economically “backward” 
countries.  Today, “backwardness” is a sensitive term and those who use 
it might be denounced as discriminatory or fatalist at best.  For example, 
if �� call a country of Eastern Europe a “backward country,” �� would be re��� call a country of Eastern Europe a “backward country,” �� would be re� call a country of Eastern Europe a “backward country,” �� would be re��� would be re� would be re�
garded as a person cynically laughing at the serious efforts of the country 
towards “democratization” and “marketization.” This attitude, however,  This attitude, however,This attitude, however,, however, 
is preventing us from analyzing the reform process of Eastern Europereform process of Eastern Europe process of Eastern Europe 
from a historical perspective.  “Backwardness” is still one of the key“Backwardness” is still one of the keyBackwardness” is still one of the key” is still one of the key is still one of the key 
issues in thinking about Eastern Europe1 today.

1�� ���� ��c���rdn���� o�� �o��ni� �nd �u���ri��� ���� ��c���rdn���� o�� �o��ni� �nd �u���ri�

Table 1 shows the occupational distribution between agriculture andthe occupational distribution between agriculture and distribution between agriculture and 
industry in the interwar period.  ��t is clear that Romania and Bulgaria, 
together with Yugoslavia, were underdeveloped in the sense that they 
did not have developed industries.  Berend and Ranki point out that 
 1 The author does not use the term “�entral Europe” or “�entral and Easterndoes not use the term “�entral Europe” or “�entral and Eastern not use the term “�entral Europe” or “�entral and Easternthe term “�entral Europe” or “�entral and Eastern term “�entral Europe” or “�entral and Eastern“�entral Europe” or “�entral and Eastern�entral Europe” or “�entral and Eastern” or “�entral and Eastern or “�entral and Eastern“�entral and Eastern�entral and Eastern 
Europe.”.”
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Romania, Bulgaria, and �erbia were “unable to shake off the inertia typi�, and �erbia were “unable to shake off the inertia typi� and �erbia were “unable to shake off the inertia typi�were “unable to shake off the inertia typi�
cal of preindustrial economies” �Berend and Ranki 1����� 1���. They �Berend and Ranki 1����� 1���. They���. They�.  They 
also indicate that the Balkan countries could see “the mere beginning ofthe Balkan countries could see “the mere beginning ofBalkan countries could see “the mere beginning of“the mere beginning of 
industrialization showed up in the early 1�00s, but the upswing of the 
twenties did not give any effective impetus for advancing much beyond 
the initial stage” �Berend and Ranki 1����� ��1�. �icolas �pulber attracts �Berend and Ranki 1����� ��1�. �icolas �pulber attracts�1�. �icolas �pulber attracts�.  �icolas �pulber attracts 
our attention to the problems of labor productivity.  According to him, in 
the late 1��0s, annual per�capita production was about ��00 in industry, annual per�capita production was about ��00 in industry annual per�capita production was about ��00 in industry�capita production was about ��00 in industrycapita production was about ��00 in industryproduction was about ��00 in industry was about ��00 in industryabout ��00 in industry��00 in industry 
and about �100 in agriculture in Romania and Bulgaria, whereas it wasabout �100 in agriculture in Romania and Bulgaria, whereas it was�100 in agriculture in Romania and Bulgaria, whereas it wasit was 
��50 and ��00, respectively, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur�00, respectively, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur�0, respectively, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur�, respectively, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur� respectively, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur�, in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur� in �zechoslovakia �in dollars of 1���� pur�in dollars of 1���� pur�
chasing power; �pulber 1�5��� 1��.�pulber 1�5��� 1��.

��b��� 1�� Ocup�tion�� Di�tribution �t L��t Pr����r C��n�u� (%)
�ensus year Agriculture1 ��ndustry2

�zechoslovakia 1��1 ��.6 ��.� 
Hungary 1��0 51.�� ��.0 
Poland 1��1 60.6 1�.� 
Romania 1��0 ��.6 �.1 
Bulgaria 1��� ��.� 10.5 
Yugoslavia 1��1 �6.6 11.0 

Note) 1 = Including forestory and fisheries.  2 = Including hadicrafts.
�ource� Kaser and Radice, 1���5, p. �1.

The problem of labor productivity in agriculture has a closea closeclose connection 
with overpopulation or surplus population.  Table � shows that Romania 
and Bulgaria seriously suffered from this problem.�  Overpopulation 
in agriculture can be regarded as “disguised unemployment,” and such“disguised unemployment,” and suchdisguised unemployment,” and such,” and such and suchsuch 
unemployment “created an obstacle to technical advance as well as to“created an obstacle to technical advance as well as tocreated an obstacle to technical advance as well as to 
the development of productivity” in Eastern Europe. Of course, the” in Eastern Europe. Of course, the in Eastern Europe.  Of course, the 
overpopulation must not be regarded in a one�sided way and it couldin a one�sided way and it coulda one�sided way and it couldone�sided way and it couldit could 
have provided some merits for the people living in the rural area of the the people living in the rural area of thethe people living in the rural area of theliving in the rural area of the in the rural area of the 
region, but as for Romania and Bulgaria at least, it was “one of the most“one of the mostone of the most 
significant social problems�� ��aser and �adice 1����� 1���1��).�� ��aser and �adice 1����� 1���1��). ��aser and �adice 1����� 1���1��).�1��).1����. 
 � ��t is interesting to know that Poland was also overpopulated agriculturallywas also overpopulated agriculturallyalso overpopulated agriculturallyally 
in the interwar period.
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��b��� 2�� E�ti���t�� o�� Surp�u� A�ricu�tur�� Popu��tion �t Cont���por�ry 
Production ���c�niqu��� in t��� E�r�y 1930� �as �alculated by Moore�

��ndex of agricultural 
production per person 
dependent on agriculture

�urplus 
population

Population 
density

European average = 100 % Person per sq.km
Albania �� ��.� ��� �1��0�
Yugoslavia ��� 61.5 6�.� �1��0�
Bulgaria �� 5�.0 5�� �1����
Romania ��� 51.� 61 �1��0�
Poland �� 5�.� ��6 �1����
Hungary ��� ��.� ��.� �1��0�
�zechoslovakia 105 ��.� 10� �1����
Turkey �5 65.0 
Greece 50 50.� 
Portugal 5� �6.� 
��taly �� ��.1 
�pain ���� 11.� 
Estonia 100 �0.� 
Latvia 111 �10.� 
Austria 1�� ���.0 
Germany 1�6 ��6.0 
�ource� Kaser and Radice, 1���5, p. �0 [Original source is W. E. Moore Econom-
ic Demography of Eastern and Southern Europe, League of Nations, Geneva,  
1��5, pp. 6��6�, 1��� � 1��].

Low labor productivity in industry is relevant to the industrialindustry is relevant to the industrial is relevant to the industrialis relevant to the industrialrelevant to the industrialt to the industrial to the industrialthe industrialindustrial 
structure.  Table � shows that Romania and Bulgaria are characteristicthat Romania and Bulgaria are characteristicRomania and Bulgaria are characteristic 
in their small share of workers in metallurgy and engineering. This their small share of workers in metallurgy and engineering.  ThisThis 
indicates the backwardness of their industry.  ��t is natural that Romania 
had an advantage in mining because it had oil resources, and the presencees, and the presence, and the presence 
of more workers than in other countries in the chemical industry indicates 
that oil refining and chemical goods production from oil showed a littleed a little a little 
progress in the ��0s in Romania. As for Bulgaria, it is impressive that��0s in Romania. As for Bulgaria, it is impressive that�0s in Romania.  As for Bulgaria, it is impressive that 
it had a considerable number of workers in the food industry �includingnumber of workers in the food industry �including of workers in the food industry �including the food industry �including food industry �including 
tobacco� and the textile industry. Bulgaria was generally considered tothe textile industry. Bulgaria was generally considered totextile industry.  Bulgaria was generally considered toto 
be agricultural country, but it showed some signs of development of its agricultural country, but it showed some signs of development of itssome signs of development of its of development of itsof development of its development of its 
light industry.  ��n other words, Romania and Bulgaria were agricultural 
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economies, with some slightly developed industries, which reflected 
their natural conditions.  How did the forty�five years of socialist regime�five years of socialist regimefive years of socialist regime 
change this situation?

��b��� 3�� Occup�tion�� Di�tribution in Indu�try (%)

�ountry and 
year of research Mining

Metallurgy 
and 

engineering

�hemi�
cals

Wood�
working

Building 
materials, glass 
and ceramics

Food Textiles

�zechoslovakia 
�1��5� 10.5 �5.0 �.5 5.� 1�.1 �.� ��.�� 

Hangary �1����� 11.� ��.� 5.� �.1 ��.� 11.� �0.� 
Poland �1����� 1�.0 ���.� 5.� 6.6 1�.0 �.�� 1�.1 
Romania �1���� 1��.0 1�.� ��.� 1�.�� �.0 10.� �0.� 
Bulgaria �1����� �.� 6.� �.� �.� 5.0 �6.�1 ��.� 
Yugoslavia 
�1����� �.0 1�.� 5.� 1�.0 5.� 1�.� �5.0 

�ote� 1 = ��ncluding tobacco industry.
�ource� Kaser and Radice, 1���5, p. ��6.

Table � shows the occupational distribution of five countries in the occupational distribution of five countries in occupational distribution of five countries in 
1����.  As for Romania, although the share of workers in industry was 
high, the share in agriculture was also relatively high. �onsequently,agriculture was also relatively high. �onsequently, was also relatively high.  �onsequently,, 
the share in the “non�productive” sector was extremely low. The non�“non�productive” sector was extremely low. The non�non�productive” sector was extremely low. The non�” sector was extremely low. The non� sector was extremely low. The non�extremely low. The non� low.  The non�
productive sector here includes “housing and life services, science, cul�“housing and life services, science, cul�housing and life services, science, cul�es, science, cul�
tural and educational services, health, tourism, finance, and insurance,��al services, health, tourism, finance, and insurance,��es, health, tourism, finance, and insurance,��ourism, finance, and insurance,��, and insurance,” and insurance,”,” 
all of which comprise �olin �lark�s “tertiary sector of industry.”comprise �olin �lark�s “tertiary sector of industry.” �olin �lark�s “tertiary sector of industry.”�s “tertiary sector of industry.”s “tertiary sector of industry.”“tertiary sector of industry.”tertiary sector of industry.”.”  
According to �lark, the main industry in a country will shift from the 
primary sector �agriculture, fishery, forestry, and mining) to the secondary 
sector �industry, construction, and electric power and gas�, and then to, and electric power and gas�, and then to and electric power and gas�, and then to and then to then to 
the tertiary sector in the course of modern economic development. ��ndevelopment. ��n.  ��n 
this sense, Romania is a country that failed in its transformation from that failed in its transformation from failed in its transformation fromin its transformation fromits transformation from 
the second to the third stage, or continued a distorted and prolongeda distorted and prolongeddistorted and prolonged 
process of industrialization.  This history must have cast a dark shadow 
on Romania�s transition to a market economy, because the basis for a�s transition to a market economy, because the basis for as transition to a market economy, because the basis for ais for as for aa 
well�functioning market economy is not only industry itself but “softis not only industry itself but “soft not only industry itself but “soft“softsoft 
power�� such as a sound financial system, a modern transportation and�� such as a sound financial system, a modern transportation and such as a sound financial system, a modern transportation anda sound financial system, a modern transportation andsound financial system, a modern transportation anda modern transportation andmodern transportation andtransportation and and 
communication system, people with entrepreneurial spirit, and richpeople with entrepreneurial spirit, and rich with entrepreneurial spirit, and richentrepreneurial spirit, and richial spirit, and richand richrich 
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urban amenities.  �oft power could not be strengthened without the de��oft power could not be strengthened without the de�oft power could not be strengthened without the de�de�
velopment of the “non�productive” sector. As for Bulgaria, the declin� of the “non�productive” sector. As for Bulgaria, the declin�“non�productive” sector. As for Bulgaria, the declin�non�productive” sector. As for Bulgaria, the declin�” sector. As for Bulgaria, the declin� sector.  As for Bulgaria, the declin�declin�
ing rate of the share in agriculture was so rapid that the share in the rate of the share in agriculture was so rapid that the share in thethe 
“non�productive” sector was not as low as in Romania, but it must benon�productive” sector was not as low as in Romania, but it must be” sector was not as low as in Romania, but it must be sector was not as low as in Romania, but it must beas low as in Romania, but it must be low as in Romania, but it must be 
noted that the absolute level of the share in the “non�productive” sectorthe “non�productive” sectornon�productive” sector” sector sector 
was lower than that of Hungary, Poland, and �zechoslovakia. Bulgaria, and �zechoslovakia. Bulgaria and �zechoslovakia.  Bulgaria 
shared the same structure as Romania in the sense that its occupationalas Romania in the sense that its occupational Romania in the sense that its occupational 
share in the “non�productive” sector was relatively low.“non�productive” sector was relatively low.non�productive” sector was relatively low.” sector was relatively low. sector was relatively low.

��b��� 4�� Occup�tion�� Di�tribution in t��� L��t Y���r o�� Soci��i��1 �%�

��ndustry� Agriculture� �on�productive 
sector�

Bulgaria ���.0 1��.� 1��.5 
Romania ���.1 ��.5 1�.0 
Hungary �0.� 1�.0 ��.6 
Poland ��.� �5.6 �0.� 
�zechoslovakia ��.�� 10.� ��.� 
�otes� 1 = Annual average number of workers.
� = ��ncluding mining, excluding construction.
� = Excluding forestry.
� = ��ncluding housing and life services, science, cultural and educational ser�
vice, health, tourism, finance and insurance.
�ource� �EV, 1��0, pp. 6���6.

��n short, Romania�s and Bulgaria�s industrialization was so rapid�s and Bulgaria�s industrialization was so rapids and Bulgaria�s industrialization was so rapid�s industrialization was so rapids industrialization was so rapid 
that they could not develop a well�balanced industrial structure, whicha well�balanced industrial structure, whichwell�balanced industrial structure, which 
should have the soft power of modern society behind it. ��n this sense,the soft power of modern society behind it. ��n this sense,soft power of modern society behind it. ��n this sense,it. ��n this sense,.  ��n this sense,, 
both countries were backward countries at the beginning of their systembackward countries at the beginning of their system at the beginning of their systembeginning of their system of their system 
transformation in the ��0s. ��0s.�0s.

2�� D����y��d Sy�t��� �����or������or�

��n Romania, privatization began by the “law on reorganization, privatization began by the “law on reorganization privatization began by the “law on reorganization“law on reorganizationaw on reorganization 
of state�owned enterprises into companies or public corporations”�owned enterprises into companies or public corporations”owned enterprises into companies or public corporations”” 
adopted in July 1��0.  This law divided state�owned enterprises into 
public corporations and other companies.  �trategic enterprises were to 
be included in the first category.  �nder this arrangement, the law left�nder this arrangement, the law left this arrangement, the law left 
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the former as state�owned enterprises with autonomous governance and 
transformed the latter into limited companies or joint stock companies.  
Then, the “law on privatization of companies” adopted in August 1��1, the “law on privatization of companies” adopted in August 1��1 the “law on privatization of companies” adopted in August 1��1“law on privatization of companies” adopted in August 1��1aw on privatization of companies” adopted in August 1��1” adopted in August 1��1 adopted in August 1��1 
stipulated concrete procedures of the 1��0 law. According to the new law. According to the newlaw.  According to the new 
law, a “private ownership fund” and a “state ownership fund” were es�a “private ownership fund” and a “state ownership fund” were es�rivate ownership fund” and a “state ownership fund” were es�” and a “state ownership fund” were es� and a “state ownership fund” were es�a “state ownership fund” were es�tate ownership fund” were es�” were es� were es�es�
tablished; the former was to own �0 percent of the companies� shares tothe former was to own �0 percent of the companies� shares to� shares to shares to 
be privatized with the remainder of the shares to be owned by the latter. with the remainder of the shares to be owned by the latter. the remainder of the shares to be owned by the latter.remainder of the shares to be owned by the latter. shares to be owned by the latter.  
The 1��1 law provided that the government would issue “ownershipwould issue “ownershipissue “ownership“ownershipownership 
certificates,�� the value of the sum of which e�ualed ��� percent of the the value of the sum of which equaled �0 percent of the 
share to be privatized.  The certificates were to be distributed among allcertificates were to be distributed among all were to be distributed among all 
Romanian citizens over eighteen years of age without payment �eighteen years of age without payment � years of age without payment �of age without payment � without payment �MO, 
�o. ���, 1��0, �o. 16�, 1��1�.  What we can understand from these twounderstand from these two from these two 
laws is conservatism, where strategic enterprises were exempted from strategic enterprises were exempted fromexempted from from 
privatization, and, and and eclecticism, where �0 percent of the whole capital was �0 percent of the whole capital waswas 
to be distributed without compensation, leaving the remainder onerous., leaving the remainder onerous. leaving the remainder onerous.remainder onerous. onerous.�

Although these measures towards privatization in Romania startedtowards privatization in Romania started privatization in Romania started 
relatively early in Eastern Europe, its privatization process did noty in Eastern Europe, its privatization process did not in Eastern Europe, its privatization process did notin Eastern Europe, its privatization process did not Eastern Europe, its privatization process did not 
advance satisfactorily.  Table 5 shows that the GDP share of the privatizedthe privatizedprivatized 
sector reached only �0 percent of the whole national economy by the 
end of 1���, which is nearly the same as Bulgaria�s share. The ��MFis nearly the same as Bulgaria�s share. The ��MFnearly the same as Bulgaria�s share. The ��MFas Bulgaria�s share. The ��MF Bulgaria�s share. The ��MFa�s share. The ��MF.  The ��MF 
had already strongly requested that the Romanian government acceleratealready strongly requested that the Romanian government acceleratethat the Romanian government acceleratethe Romanian government accelerate 
privatization at the end of 1���, when the ��MF concluded a standby 
agreement with the Romanian government.  ��n May 1��5, the upper and��n May 1��5, the upper andMay 1��5, the upper and, the upper and the upper and 
lower houses of Romania passed a law called “law on acceleration ofcalled “law on acceleration of “law on acceleration of“law on acceleration ofaw on acceleration ofacceleration of of 
privatization” or “law on large�scale privatization.”” or “law on large�scale privatization.” or “law on large�scale privatization.”“law on large�scale privatization.”aw on large�scale privatization.”.”

This law provided that new coupons �the value of all coupons was 
the same as the total value of companies to be privatized� be issued 
and distributed among people over eighteen years of age. The couponseighteen years of age. The coupons years of age. The couponsof age. The coupons.  The coupons 
together with the certificates already issued could be used to buy thecertificates already issued could be used to buy thes already issued could be used to buy theto buy thebuy the 
shares of over �000 companies designated by the government. �o one designated by the government. �o onedesignated by the government. �o one by the government. �o onethe government.  �o one�o one 
company could sell more than 60 percent of its shares to the publiccould sell more than 60 percent of its shares to the public sell more than 60 percent of its shares to the publicits shares to the public shares to the public 
through the coupons and certificates �certificates � �TE, No. 26, 1����� ������). The����). The�0�.  The 
rest came to be sold to domestic and foreign investors by auction in cash,came to be sold to domestic and foreign investors by auction in cash,ame to be sold to domestic and foreign investors by auction in cash, 

 � As for problems in the reform program in general, see Frausum et al. �1����� 
������1).���1).��1�.
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though 51 percent of shares of the designated 55� enterprises shoulddesignated 55� enterprises should 55� enterprises should 
have been preserved for purchase in cash by strategic investors.  As 
for about fifty big enterprises named by the government, the rest of thefifty big enterprises named by the government, the rest of the big enterprises named by the government, the rest of the 
shares after the non�cash selling should have been sold by concours, notnot 
by auction.  Public corporations in the petroleum industry, coal mining,Public corporations in the petroleum industry, coal mining,ublic corporations in the petroleum industry, coal mining,the petroleum industry, coal mining,he petroleum industry, coal mining,petroleum industry, coal mining, industry, coal mining, 
power generation, postal services, telecommunications, etc., which weretal services, telecommunications, etc., which were, telecommunications, etc., which werens, etc., which were etc., which were, which were which were 
excluded from the privatization policy of 1�����1��1, were transformedof 1�����1��1, were transformed 1�����1��1, were transformed�1��1, were transformed1��1, were transformedtransformed 
into “companies,” some of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffries“companies,” some of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffriescompanies,” some of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffries,” some of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffries some of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffriessome of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffries of which were to be privatized this time �Jeffriesof which were to be privatized this time �Jeffries were to be privatized this time �Jeffries 
�00��� ����.

Here, we must pay attention to the fact that the “law on acceleration of, we must pay attention to the fact that the “law on acceleration of we must pay attention to the fact that the “law on acceleration of“law on acceleration ofaw on acceleration of 
privatization” was preceded by another law called “law on associations of” was preceded by another law called “law on associations of was preceded by another law called “law on associations ofcalled “law on associations of “law on associations of“law on associations ofaw on associations of 
employees and managers of companies to be privatized” adopted in Juneies to be privatized” adopted in June to be privatized” adopted in June” adopted in June adopted in June 
1���.  It stipulated the procedures of so�called MEBO [�manager � em��manager � em�anager � em�� em� em�em�m�
ployee buyout”], in which managers and employees were given priority buyout”], in which managers and employees were given priorityuyout”], in which managers and employees were given priority”], in which managers and employees were given priority], in which managers and employees were given priority 
to purchase their own company�s shares. The “law on acceleration of�s shares. The “law on acceleration ofs shares.  The “law on acceleration of“law on acceleration ofaw on acceleration of 
privatization” was in line with this MEBO promotion policy.” was in line with this MEBO promotion policy. was in line with this MEBO promotion policy.in line with this MEBO promotion policy. line with this MEBO promotion policy.

Although MEBO is a simple way to raise the percentage figure ofthe percentage figure ofpercentage figure of 
privatization, it is widely known that it has a clear negative impact ona clear negative impact onclear negative impact onnegative impact on impact on 
the corporate governance of privatized enterprises. Earle and Telegdycorporate governance of privatized enterprises.  Earle and Telegdy 
found that in the process of Romanian privatization, insider transfers, insider transfers insider transferstransferss 
[MEBO] and mass privatization had a smaller positive effect on compa�a smaller positive effect on compa�smaller positive effect on compa�effect on compa� on compa�compa�
ny�s performance than sales to outsiders �Earle and Telegdy �00��� 65�, performance than sales to outsiders �Earle and Telegdy �00��� 65�, 
6���.�

��on ��liescu of the �ocial Democratic Party �formerly the �ationalrly the �ational the �ational 
�alvation Front� lost the presidential election in �ovember 1��6 and 
Emil �onstantinescu who was supported by the Romanian Democratic 
Agreement �an anti��DP umbrella organization� won the election. Victoran anti��DP umbrella organization� won the election. Victoranti��DP umbrella organization� won the election.  Victor 
�iorbea who led the government under �onstantinescu announced a bold 
privatization policy in February 1���, in which selling directly to foreign 
investors was emphasized.  The new policy gained force since around thegained force since around the force since around the 
fourth quarter of 1����. A considerable part of the shares of Romtelecomurth quarter of 1����. A considerable part of the shares of Romtelecomth quarter of 1����. A considerable part of the shares of Romtelecomquarter of 1����. A considerable part of the shares of Romtelecom of 1����.  A considerable part of the shares of RomtelecomA considerable part of the shares of Romtelecomonsiderable part of the shares of Romtelecom 
�telecommunications�, the Romanian Development Bank, Petromidia �oilns�, the Romanian Development Bank, Petromidia �oil�, the Romanian Development Bank, Petromidia �oilthe Romanian Development Bank, Petromidia �oilRomanian Development Bank, Petromidia �oil 
refining), and others were sold to strategic �foreign) investors. At last, in, and others were sold to strategic �foreign� investors. At last, in and others were sold to strategic �foreign� investors. At last, inwere sold to strategic �foreign� investors. At last, in sold to strategic �foreign� investors.  At last, in, in in 

 � A Romanian economist Gheorghe Zaman had already pointed out thishad already pointed out thisalready pointed out this 
problem in 1��5 �Zaman 1��5�� �6�.
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June 1���, Dacia, the biggest car�producing company in Romania, was�producing company in Romania, wasproducing company in Romania, was 
sold to Renault �Jeffries 2����2�� ��������).����).��5�.

��n �000 before the next presidential election and parliamentarytary 
election, the progress of privatization was interrupted. Then, ��on ��liescu, the progress of privatization was interrupted. Then, ��on ��liescu the progress of privatization was interrupted.  Then, ��on ��liescu, ��on ��liescu ��on ��liescu 
of the �DP was again elected president and his administration beganpresident and his administration beganesident and his administration began 
to assume a negative attitude towards the progress of privatization. ��towards the progress of privatization. ��t the progress of privatization.  ��t 
is said that the Romanian “oligarchs” consisting of former communist“oligarchs” consisting of former communistligarchs” consisting of former communist” consisting of former communist consisting of former communisting of former communist of former communist 
party members and Securitate [the Romanian secret service]the Romanian secret service]Romanian secret service]e]]5 were 
maneuvering to maintain their interests in the privatization processmaintain their interests in the privatization process their interests in the privatization process 
�Jeffries �00��� ��6�.

��n this period, however, another strong force entered the process,entered the process, the process, 
compelling the situation to move ahead in spite of the conservative attitudeing the situation to move ahead in spite of the conservative attitude the situation to move ahead in spite of the conservative attitudemove ahead in spite of the conservative attitude ahead in spite of the conservative attitudethe conservative attitudeconservative attitude 
of the government.  This force was E� membership. To enter the E� wasThis force was E� membership. To enter the E� was was E� membership. To enter the E� waswas E� membership. To enter the E� was E� membership. To enter the E� wasmembership. To enter the E� was.  To enter the E� was 
the first priority policy even for the conservative government of Iliescu, 
and to be a member, necessary steps demanded by the E� must be ta�en.necessary steps demanded by the E� must be ta�en. steps demanded by the E� must be ta�en.be taken.taken.n..  
Acceleration of privatization was an important step for Romania to bean important step for Romania to be important step for Romania to bep for Romania to be for Romania to be 
a member.  The new government published the “Governance Programgovernment published the “Governance Program published the “Governance Programthe “Governance ProgramGovernance Program 
2����1�2������� in �ecember 2������, which explained and paraphrased the�2������� in �ecember 2������, which explained and paraphrased the�00�” in December �000, which explained and paraphrased the” in December �000, which explained and paraphrased the in December �000, which explained and paraphrased the 
array of actions and measures to enforce the electoral offer made by the 
�DP in the last presidential election.  ��t said that “economic agents maysaid that “economic agents may “economic agents may“economic agents mayeconomic agents may 
benefit from the mechanisms of a functional mar�et economy and act onfrom the mechanisms of a functional market economy and act on the mechanisms of a functional market economy and act on 
the basis of regulation�harmonized practices in general and European�harmonized practices in general and Europeanharmonized practices in general and European 
practices in particular” �p. ���. Although it criticized the previous pro�” �p. ���. Although it criticized the previous pro� �p. ���.  Although it criticized the previous pro�criticized the previous pro� the previous pro�
Western government, its keynote was “consonance with the mechanismestern government, its keynote was “consonance with the mechanismits keynote was “consonance with the mechanism keynote was “consonance with the mechanism“consonance with the mechanismconsonance with the mechanismce with the mechanism with the mechanism 
of the European �nion�� �p. 2��). It referred to �speeding up privatization��” �p. �0�. ��t referred to “speeding up privatization” �p. �0�.  ��t referred to “speeding up privatization”“speeding up privatization”speeding up privatization”” 
�p. ��� and “drawing foreign investment” �p. �5�.“drawing foreign investment” �p. �5�.drawing foreign investment” �p. �5�.” �p. �5�. �p. �5�.

��n �00�, the government changed again to a pro�Western, the government changed again to a pro�Western the government changed again to a pro�Westernchanged again to a pro�Western again to a pro�Westerna pro�Westernpro�WesternWesternestern 
government and the acceleration got further inertia. By entering the E�got further inertia. By entering the E�inertia.  By entering the E� 
at the beginning of �00�, privatization in Romania has reached the level 
shown in Table 5.

The most impressive driving force towards privatization under theve driving force towards privatization under the driving force towards privatization under thetowards privatization under the privatization under the 
pressure of E� integration was F�I.  The net inflow of F�I into �omaniaThe net inflow of F�I into �omaniaet inflow of F�I into �omaniainto Romania Romania 
jumped in 1��� by �00 percent from the previous year, and after the 

 5 How much, especially compared to the Bulgarian case, former secret service 
members of Romania have been involved in the privatization process is open to of Romania have been involved in the privatization process is open to 
dispute. 
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stagnation of 1����2����2, it again �umped by 2���� percent in 2�����. In�2����2, it again �umped by 2���� percent in 2�����. In�00�, it again jumped by �00 percent in �00�.  ��n 
2����6, it reached ��� �11,���� million, which surpassed that of Hungary,, it reached ��� �11,���� million, which surpassed that of Hungary, it reached ��� �11,���� million, which surpassed that of Hungary, �11,��0 million, which surpassed that of Hungary,�11,��0 million, which surpassed that of Hungary,that of Hungary,Hungary, 
Poland, and the �zech Republic �EBRD �00��� �1�., and the �zech Republic �EBRD �00��� �1�. and the �zech Republic �EBRD �00��� �1�.the �zech Republic �EBRD �00��� �1�.�zech Republic �EBRD �00��� �1�.

��b��� 5�� Priv�t�� S��ctor S��r�� �� % GDP
1��� 1��� 1��� 1��5 1��6 1��� 1���� 1���

Hungary �0 50 55 60 �0 �5 ��0 ��0
Poland �5 50 55 60 60 65 65 65
Romania �5 �5 �0 �5 55 60 60 60
Bulgaria �5 �5 �0 50 55 60 65 �0

�000 �001 �00� �00� �00� �005 �006 �00�
Hungary ��0 ��0 ��0 ��0 ��0 ��0 ��0 ��0
Poland �0 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5
Romania 60 65 65 65 �0 �0 �0 �0
Bulgaria �0 �0 �0 �5 �5 �5 �5 �5
�ource� Various pages of EBRD ��001�, EBRD ��00��, and EBRD ��00��.

The first comprehensive privatization policy in Bulgaria was 
launched by the “law on privatization of state and municipal enterprises” by the “law on privatization of state and municipal enterprises”the “law on privatization of state and municipal enterprises” “law on privatization of state and municipal enterprises”“law on privatization of state and municipal enterprises”aw on privatization of state and municipal enterprises”privatization of state and municipal enterprises” of state and municipal enterprises”” 
passed by parliament in May 1���, two years after Romania. This delayafter Romania. This delay Romania.  This delay 
compared with other Eastern European countries can be explained by theed with other Eastern European countries can be explained by the with other Eastern European countries can be explained by thewith other Eastern European countries can be explained by the other Eastern European countries can be explained by thethe 
political turbulence after the collapse of Todor Zhivkov�s power. Thisturbulence after the collapse of Todor Zhivkov�s power. This after the collapse of Todor Zhivkov�s power. ThisZhivkov�s power. This.  This 
privatization law was drafted by the Filip Dimitrov administration of thev administration of the administration of the 
�nion of �emocratic Forces,6 amid criticism both within and outsideboth within and outside within and outsidewithin and outsideand outsidetside 
the government and pressure from trade unions. The issues, discussedfrom trade unions. The issues, discussed trade unions.  The issues, discusseddiscussed 
in the process of preparing and considering the law, were how much 
power state enterprises and the government should retain and how muchstate enterprises and the government should retain and how much should retain and how much and how much 
employees should participate in the process of privatization.should participate in the process of privatization.participate in the process of privatization.e in the process of privatization. in the process of privatization.

According to the law adopted, the government proved to have made 
a compromise regarding the above two problems. On the one hand, �0regarding the above two problems. On the one hand, �0the above two problems.  On the one hand, �0 
percent at most of the shares of an enterprise to be privatized was to be keptan enterprise to be privatized was to be kept enterprise to be privatized was to be keptwas to be kept to be kept 
by the government and used for social security fund and compensation 
for former enterprise owners.  On the other hand, up to another �0 
 6 The administration was founded after the general election of October 1��1, 
which took place after a transition period of about one year since the resignationa transition period of about one year since the resignationtransition period of about one year since the resignationof about one year since the resignationabout one year since the resignation 
of the Bulgarian �ocialist Party in �ovember 1��0.
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percent of the shares of a privatized enterprise could be purchased by thethe shares of a privatized enterprise could be purchased by theshares of a privatized enterprise could be purchased by the 
workers of the enterprise concerned at a discount.  ��n addition, if more��n addition, if more, if more 
than �0 percent of the employees of an enterprise agreed, the employeesagreed, the employees, the employees 
could buy out the enterprise at a discount of �0 percent �Jeffries, �00��� 
1���.  We must evaluate these terms as too conservative to build goodconservative to build good to build good 
ownership for the rationalization of enterprise management.the rationalization of enterprise management.rationalization of enterprise management.

In the first wave of privatization according to the law, five hun�n the first wave of privatization according to the law, five hun�five hun�
dred large and medium�size enterprises whose total value in the country large and medium�size enterprises whose total value in the country�size enterprises whose total value in the countrysize enterprises whose total value in the countrythe country 
equaled 1��0 billion leva were to be privatized. ��t must be noted that inwere to be privatized.  ��t must be noted that in 
this privatization wave, so�called strategic enterprises like arms produc�, so�called strategic enterprises like arms produc� so�called strategic enterprises like arms produc�produc�
tion, transportation, oil refining, and power generation were excluded. transportation, oil refining, and power generation were excluded., and power generation were excluded. and power generation were excluded.on were excluded. were excluded.  
In the second wave, ����� would follow the first enterprises. Besides,n the second wave, ����� would follow the first enterprises.  Besides, 
in 1���, another �,���5 enterprises started their privatization process by, another �,���5 enterprises started their privatization process by another �,���5 enterprises started their privatization process byanother �,���5 enterprises started their privatization process by�,���5 enterprises started their privatization process by,���5 enterprises started their privatization process by���5 enterprises started their privatization process by 
various types of individual trade, such as direct selling, tender, auction,e, such as direct selling, tender, auction,, such as direct selling, tender, auction,, 
and MBO [management buyout]. However, the progress of privatizationmanagement buyout]. However, the progress of privatizationanagement buyout]. However, the progress of privatizationbuyout]. However, the progress of privatizationuyout].  However, the progress of privatization 
was very slow.  By the middle of 1���, only one out of sixteen large, only one out of sixteen large only one out of sixteen largesixteen large large 
enterprises and seventeen out of ���0 middle�size enterprises had beenseventeen out of ���0 middle�size enterprises had been out of ���0 middle�size enterprises had beene�size enterprises had been enterprises had been 
privatized.  Other data indicate that only 6 percent of the value of assets 
of state�owned enterprises had been transferred into the private sector the private sector private sector 
�Jeffries �00��� 1���.

A mass privatization program was introduced to resolve this mass privatization program was introduced to resolve thismass privatization program was introduced to resolve thisass privatization program was introduced to resolve thisprivatization program was introduced to resolve thisrivatization program was introduced to resolve thisprogram was introduced to resolve thisrogram was introduced to resolve thisthis 
situation, which mixed purchase by vouchers and cash with purchase by 
“bad loan bonds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�ad loan bonds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�loan bonds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�oan bonds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�bonds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�onds.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�s.” The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�  The process of this program was undertaken in a simi�The process of this program was undertaken in a simi� process of this program was undertaken in a simi�of this program was undertaken in a simi�
lar way to the Romanian “mass privatization” of 1��5. Preparation of the the Romanian “mass privatization” of 1��5. Preparation of the“mass privatization” of 1��5. Preparation of theass privatization” of 1��5. Preparation of theprivatization” of 1��5. Preparation of therivatization” of 1��5. Preparation of the” of 1��5. Preparation of the of 1��5. Preparation of theof 1��5. Preparation of the 1��5.  Preparation of thePreparation of thereparation of the 
program was started, at first, by the Lyuben Berov administration ��nionadministration ��nion ��nion 
of �emocratic Forces) but the ��F lost the general election in �ecember 
1���, and work to legalize and carry out the program was handed over to 
the Zhan Videnov administration supported by the �ocialist Party.  The 
new administration carried out the task very slowly�� it was the beginningcarried out the task very slowly�� it was the beginning out the task very slowly�� it was the beginning 
of 1��6 that the vouchers started to be distributed and it was October 1��6 
that bids for corporate shares in exchange for vouchers and others started.for corporate shares in exchange for vouchers and others started. corporate shares in exchange for vouchers and others started.  
This privatization program was ended in July 1���� and a second massa second mass second massmassass 
privatization program started in January 1��� �Jeffries 2����2�� 1���1�6��rivatization program started in January 1��� �Jeffries 2����2�� 1���1�6��program started in January 1��� �Jeffries 2����2�� 1���1�6��rogram started in January 1��� �Jeffries 2����2�� 1���1�6���1�6��1�6; 

 � The ��F again won the general election in February 1���.
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Nanba 1��6�� �����). The main features of this move are that it enabled���). The main features of this move are that it enabled����.  The main features of this move are that it enabledfeatures of this move are that it enabled of this move are that it enabledare that it enabled that it enabled 
investment by foreigners and that MEBO became the main method of 
privatization.  As for MEBO, however, the ��MF�s memorandum on the�s memorandum on thes memorandum on thememorandum on theemorandum on theon the the 
Extended Fund Facility [EFF], which covered the period of July 1���� 
� June 2����1, pointed out that the favorable conditions given to MEBOJune �001, pointed out that the favorable conditions given to MEBOthe favorable conditions given to MEBOfavorable conditions given to MEBO 
should be lifted in order to avoid distortions in enterprise governance 
�Government of Bulgaria 1������ Paragraph ���. ��t reveals that the ��MF andParagraph ���. ��t reveals that the ��MF andaragraph ���.  ��t reveals that the ��MF and 
the Bulgarian government recognized defects in the MEBO system. Thein the MEBO system. The the MEBO system.  The 
mass privatization program opened new possibilities for the privatizationass privatization program opened new possibilities for the privatizationprivatization program opened new possibilities for the privatizationrivatization program opened new possibilities for the privatizationprogram opened new possibilities for the privatizationrogram opened new possibilities for the privatizationies for the privatization the privatization 
of Bulgaria, and the number of privatized enterprises began to increasethe number of privatized enterprises began to increasenumber of privatized enterprises began to increase 
rapidly since the middle of 1���, when large enterprises that had beenthat had been had been 
exempted from the privatization process began to be privatized.  This is 
the same situation as that of Romania since the fourth quarter of 1����.

The most striking fact in the privatization process in Bulgaria tostriking fact in the privatization process in Bulgaria to fact in the privatization process in Bulgaria to 
be noted is that the privatization has been a hotbed of corruption. is that the privatization has been a hotbed of corruption.  The 
Guardian of December 1�, 1��� read, “Diplomats and political observers“Diplomats and political observersDiplomats and political observers 
agree that Bulgaria�s state enterprises are being comprehensively asset��s state enterprises are being comprehensively asset�s state enterprises are being comprehensively asset�
stripped by managers and private businessmen with close ties to the 
former communists.” The.” The  TheThe Financial Times of October 1�, 1��� wrote, 
“Although formal privatization has been slow, state and municipalAlthough formal privatization has been slow, state and municipal 
enterprises have been subject to �hidden� privatization. This usually�hidden� privatization. This usuallyhidden� privatization. This usually� privatization. This usually privatization.  This usually 
involves the formation of private companies to supply state enterprises 
with inputs at high prices and of other companies to take their subsidized 
output for resale at market prices.  ��n this way enterprises accumulate 
inter�enterprise debts and losses while allowing a new class of millionairelosses while allowing a new class of millionaire while allowing a new class of millionairea new class of millionaire new class of millionaire 
to develop.  The process of nationalizing losses and privatizing profits is 
widespread throughout the former �oviet bloc but has been most blatant 
in countries such as Bulgaria and Romania” �quoted from Jeffries �00���” �quoted from Jeffries �00��� �quoted from Jeffries �00��� 
1�6�1��).�1��).1���.

Accordingly, both in �omania and Bulgaria, we can find common, both in �omania and Bulgaria, we can find common both in �omania and Bulgaria, we can find common, we can find common we can find common 
characteristics in their privatization process�� �1� conservatism and eclec�eclec�
ticism in privatization laws and regulations in their early stage, ��� in privatization laws and regulations in their early stage, ��� 
application of a mass privatization policy in the second stage, ��� emphasisa mass privatization policy in the second stage, ��� emphasismass privatization policy in the second stage, ��� emphasis 
on the MEBO method in the second stage, and ��� widespread corruptionthe MEBO method in the second stage, and ��� widespread corruptionMEBO method in the second stage, and ��� widespread corruption and ��� widespread corruption ��� widespread corruptionespread corruptionspread corruption 
in the process.  Here, we must note that ��� and ��� are results of both, we must note that ��� and ��� are results of both we must note that ��� and ��� are results of both 
governments� will to boast a high percentage of privatization under the� will to boast a high percentage of privatization under the will to boast a high percentage of privatization under theboast a high percentage of privatization under thehigh percentage of privatization under the 
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pressure of international organizations.  We can call privatization with 
these characteristics a “backward type of privatization.”a “backward type of privatization.”ackward type of privatization.”type of privatization.”ype of privatization.”privatization.”rivatization.”.”

This backwardness has been explained by the conservative policiesthe conservative policiesconservative policies 
of the “pro�communist” governments of both countries. This is, ofthe “pro�communist” governments of both countries. This is, of “pro�communist” governments of both countries. This is, of“pro�communist” governments of both countries. This is, ofpro�communist” governments of both countries. This is, of” governments of both countries. This is, of governments of both countries. This is, ofgovernments of both countries. This is, ofs of both countries.  This is, ofThis is, of is, of 
course, one reason for the situation, but we must consider another side.  
That is, bac�wardness creates bac�wardness. As is mentioned in the firstcreates bac�wardness. As is mentioned in the first bac�wardness. As is mentioned in the firstbac�wardness. As is mentioned in the first.  As is mentioned in the first 
section, Romania and Bulgaria were backward countries at the beginningwere backward countries at the beginning backward countries at the beginningbeginning 
of the transition in the sense that they lacked the soft power of modernthe soft power of modernsoft power of modern 
society.  �oft power is, however, an indispensable element in urging a�oft power is, however, an indispensable element in urging aoft power is, however, an indispensable element in urging aa 
satisfactory privatization process, because privatization is a complicat�a complicat�
ed process calling for legal and institutional knowledge of participants. process calling for legal and institutional knowledge of participants.ing for legal and institutional knowledge of participants. for legal and institutional knowledge of participants.  
�econdly, privatization means to produce new owners of enterprises who 
have expertise in management. Both countries lack such people becausein management. Both countries lack such people because management.  Both countries lack such people becauseBoth countries lack such people becauseoth countries lack such people because 
of their �bac�wardness.�� Thirdly, there have been few domestic financial�bac�wardness.�� Thirdly, there have been few domestic financialbac�wardness.�� Thirdly, there have been few domestic financial.�� Thirdly, there have been few domestic financial  Thirdly, there have been few domestic financialthere have been few domestic financialhave been few domestic financialfew domestic financial domestic financial 
resources to buy shares of privatized enterprises.��  The basic element 
of financial resources is the savings of the people, but a prere�uisite tothe savings of the people, but a prerequisite tosavings of the people, but a prerequisite tos of the people, but a prerequisite to of the people, but a prerequisite toa prerequisite toprerequisite toto 
considerable savings is a thick stratum of wealthy, middle�class people savings is a thick stratum of wealthy, middle�class peoples is a thick stratum of wealthy, middle�class people is a thick stratum of wealthy, middle�class peoplea thick stratum of wealthy, middle�class peoplethick stratum of wealthy, middle�class people, middle�class people people 
living in the country.  Romania and Bulgaria lack such a stratum.a stratum..

Table 5 shows the trend of privatization of four Eastern Europeantern European European 
countries.  According to the table, stagnation of privatization in the first 
half of the ��0s in Bulgaria and Romania was clear. However, in thethe ��0s in Bulgaria and Romania was clear. However, in the�0s in Bulgaria and Romania was clear. However, in the in Bulgaria and Romania was clear.  However, in theHowever, in the, in the in the 
second half of the ��0s, especially since 1����, Bulgaria caught up withthe ��0s, especially since 1����, Bulgaria caught up with�0s, especially since 1����, Bulgaria caught up with caught up withwith 
Poland.  Romania also showed steady progress in the second half of theshowed steady progress in the second half of the steady progress in the second half of thethe 
��0s and in the new century though with some degree of delay. This�0s and in the new century though with some degree of delay. This and in the new century though with some degree of delay. Thisand in the new century though with some degree of delay.  ThisThishis 
catching�up process was driven by the MEBO arrangement and more�up process was driven by the MEBO arrangement and moreup process was driven by the MEBO arrangement and more 
recently, by the introduction of foreign capital. The former is in a sense, by the introduction of foreign capital. The former is in a sense by the introduction of foreign capital.  The former is in a senseThe former is in a sensehe former is in a sense 
a result of the governmental policy to demonstrate high figures, but thedemonstrate high figures, but the high figures, but the 
latter has significant meaning for the real economy. �e must note that thethe real economy. We must note that thereal economy.  We must note that the 
latter has a relationship with E� enlargement policy, because privatizationa relationship with E� enlargement policy, because privatizationrelationship with E� enlargement policy, because privatizationship with E� enlargement policy, because privatization E� enlargement policy, because privatization 
of former state companies by selling their assets to foreigners has beenformer state companies by selling their assets to foreigners has been state companies by selling their assets to foreigners has been 
carried out in the process of institutional liberalization of the internationalthe internationalinternational 
capital movement in Romania and Bulgaria, a necessary requirement toa necessary requirement to necessary requirement tot to to 
be a member of the E�.

 �� Of course, a resolution to this problem would be to introduce foreigna resolution to this problem would be to introduce foreignresolution to this problem would be to introduce foreignution to this problem would be to introduce foreign to this problem would be to introduce foreignto this problem would be to introduce foreign this problem would be to introduce foreignwould be to introduce foreignintroduce foreigne foreign foreign 
capital.
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3�� St�tu� o�� �o��ni� �nd �u���ri� in EU Int���r�tion

Here, let us introduce a new method of analyzing the trade structure, let us introduce a new method of analyzing the trade structure let us introduce a new method of analyzing the trade structureanalyzing the trade structure the trade structurethe trade structuretrade structure 
of a country, which we will call TPD. The TPD [trade performance dia�, which we will call TPD. The TPD [trade performance dia�TPD.  The TPD [trade performance dia�trade performance dia�rade performance dia�performance dia�erformance dia�dia�ia�
gram] is devised by the author in order to show the trade structure of athe trade structure of atrade structure of a 
country �or a region� in relation to another country �or another regionin relation to another country �or another region to another country �or another regionto another country �or another regionanother country �or another regionanother regionther regionn 
or the whole world� in a concise way.  ��t is drawn as follows.  First,First,irst, 
trade commodities should be classified into several groups.  Here, the, the the 
author has classified them into five.  If we define Ei = export volume of 
commodities of group i, and ����i = import volume of commodities of group 
i, then we obtain five boxes, whose height is �Eobtain five boxes, whose height is �E five boxes, whose height is �E �E�Ei � ��i� / �Ei+��i� [expressed 
as a percentage] and whose width is �E] and whose width is �Ei +��i) / ∑�Ei + ��i� [expressed 
as a percentage]. The more commodities of group].  The more commodities of groupThe more commodities of grouphe more commodities of group i are exported than exported than 
imported, the greater the height of a box becomes; the greater the sharegreater the height of a box becomes; the greater the share the height of a box becomes; the greater the share; the greater the share the greater the sharegreater the share the share 
of commodities of group i �both export and import� in the whole volume�both export and import� in the whole volumein the whole volumevolume 
�export plus import� of commodities, the wider the width of a box. ��f wecommodities, the wider the width of a box. ��f we, the wider the width of a box.  ��f we 
arrange these five boxes in a line from left to right in a fixed order, wein a fixed order, we a fixed order, wefixed order, we, we 
produce a figure li�e Figure 1. This is a T��. Here, the author applied a figure li�e Figure 1.  This is a T��. Here, the author appliedThis is a TDP. Here, the author applied is a TDP. Here, the author applieda TDP. Here, the author appliedTDP.  Here, the author applied, the author applied the author applied 
the grouping of commodities shown in Table 6.�  The TPD can be usedThe TPD can be usedTPD can be used 
for analyzing Romanian trade against the world, Romanian trade againstanalyzing Romanian trade against the world, Romanian trade against Romanian trade against the world, Romanian trade againstthe world, Romanian trade againstworld, Romanian trade against 
E�, E� trade against ���A, ���A trade against A��EAN, and so on.

��n the process of creating a TPD, we extracted two interestingcreating a TPD, we extracted two interesting TPD, we extracted two interesting 
statistical quantities.  One is the size of every box, which represents how 
much every commodity group contributed to the whole trade surplus �orted to the whole trade surplus �or to the whole trade surplus �or 
deficit) in a year.  Of course, if a box of a commodity group stands abovebox of a commodity group stands above of a commodity group stands above 
the horizontal line, it contributed to the surplus of the country �region�.  
If a box is under the horizontal line, it contributed to the deficit.  The 
author named it the “contributing share to the balance [��B].” The ��Bthe “contributing share to the balance [��B].” The ��Bhare to the balance [��B].” The ��Bthe balance [��B].” The ��Balance [��B].” The ��B.” The ��B  The ��B 
can be calculated as follows using the definition of T����using the definition of T���� the definition of T����definition of T���� of TPD����

��B i= ��Ei � ��i� / �Ei + ��i�� * ��Ei + ��i) / ∑�Ei + ��i��
 = �Ei � ��i) / ∑�Ei + ��i�.

 � The grouping of commodities is according to that of Marrese and Vanous 
�1����� 1�� � 1�6), though it has no connection with T��.� 1�6), though it has no connection with T��. 156�, though it has no connection with TPD.no connection with TPD.with TPD.
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Fi�ur�� 1�� Ex��p��� o�� �PD

Legend�
Export of commodity group i = Ei
��mport of commodity group i = ��i
Hight of every box = �Ei���i�/�Ei+��i� [%]
�idth of every box = �Ei+Ii)/�ΣEi+ΣIi)[%]
�ote�
The figure is drawn by calculating the �us�
sian data in �001
as for the following commodity groups 
�aginst the whole world�;
�1�=Machinery
���=Fuel
���=Materials
���=Foods
�5�=�onsumers' industrial goods
��ee the text as for detailed explanation 
about the commodity grouping�

�ource� Author, using the data of the �ostums House of Russia.

��b��� 6�� Co��oditi��� Groupin� o�� �PD
T�� Classification ��ndex numbers of ���T� ver. �
�1� = Machinery ���T� �
��� = Fuel ���T� �

��� = Materials ���T�� + ���T�� + ���T�5 +���T�6� + 
���T�6�� + ���T� 6�

��� = Foods ���T�0 + ���T�1

�5� = �onsumers� industrial goods���T�6 + ���T��� � ���T�6� � ���T�6�� � 
���T�6�

��ource) Marrese and Vanous, 1���, pp. 1���1�6.

Another interesting statistical quantity is the “horizontal division ofthe “horizontal division oforizontal division ofdivision ofivision of 
labor rate [H�L�],�� which is defined asabor rate [H�L�],�� which is defined asrate [H�L�],�� which is defined asate [H�L�],�� which is defined as [H�L�],�� which is defined as which is defined as 

H�L� = 1 � ∑|Ei � I� I ��i| / ∑�Ei + ��i) = 1 �∑|C��Bi|.

This statistical quantity is created from the author�s idea that thethe author�s idea that the author�s idea that the�s idea that thes idea that the 
evenness or unevenness of a TPD can be regarded as an indicator of the or unevenness of a TPD can be regarded as an indicator of thea TPD can be regarded as an indicator of theTPD can be regarded as an indicator of thethe 

-13��1 7.1

40.0

96��3

33��9

-71��5

26��4

14.223.615.0
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degree of horizontal or vertical division of labor of a country.  That is, 
if a TPD is uneven, we regard trade between the two countries �regions� 
as a vertical type of division of labor and if it is even we regard one asa vertical type of division of labor and if it is even we regard one asvertical type of division of labor and if it is even we regard one asand if it is even we regard one as 
horizontal type. Then, we name the sum of the �absolute value of� size.  Then, we name the sum of the �absolute value of� size, we name the sum of the �absolute value of� size we name the sum of the �absolute value of� size 
of the five boxes the �vertical division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)the �vertical division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|) �vertical division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)�vertical division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)ertical division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)division of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)ivision of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|) of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)of labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)labor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)abor rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)rate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)ate [V�L�]�� �=∑|C��Bi|)�� �=∑|C��Bi|) �=∑|C��Bi|) 
and if we subtract the VDLR from 1, we obtain the HLDR. ��t is very, we obtain the HLDR. ��t is very we obtain the HLDR. ��t is veryobtain the HLDR. ��t is very HLDR.  ��t is very 
interesting that the HLDR is the same as the ratio of intra�industry trade 
devised by Grubel and Lloyd. by Grubel and Lloyd.

Figures 2�� areT��s of four Eastern European countries. According�� areT��s of four Eastern European countries. According5 are TPDs of four Eastern European countries. AccordingDs of four Eastern European countries. According of four Eastern European countries.  According 
to these, it is clear that the trade of Hungary and �oland against the E��the E��
15 is more horizontal than that of Romania and Bulgaria. We also see a is more horizontal than that of Romania and Bulgaria. We also see athat of Romania and Bulgaria. We also see a of Romania and Bulgaria.  We also see aWe also see ae also see a 
general tendency of vertical to horizontal type of trade in all four countries�� 
trade.  As for individual countries, Hungary�s trade against the E��1� is�s trade against the E��1� iss trade against the E��1� isthe E��1� is is 
the most horizontal and Poland�s trade is the least horizontal. ��t is worth�s trade is the least horizontal. ��t is worths trade is the least horizontal. ��t is worththe least horizontal. ��t is worth horizontal.  ��t is worth 
noting that �oland has always had significant trade deficit against the E�,had significant trade deficit against the E�, trade deficit against the E�, 
which is reflected in the big boxes under the central horizontal line in its 
TPD. The shape of the TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, butD. The shape of the TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, but.  The shape of the TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, butThe shape of the TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, buthe shape of the TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, butthe TPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, butTPD of Romania is similar to that of Bulgaria, but 
we can find some interesting differences between them if we consider the 
detailed data.  Romania�s food trade �the second box from the right� has�s food trade �the second box from the right� hass food trade �the second box from the right� has 
been a deficit�ma�ing sector, whereas Bulgaria�s food trade has recently�making sector, whereas Bulgaria�s food trade has recentlymaking sector, whereas Bulgaria�s food trade has recently, whereas Bulgaria�s food trade has recently whereas Bulgaria�s food trade has recently�s food trade has recentlys food trade has recently 
been ma�ing a little surplus.  And �omania�s trade with the E��1� inAnd �omania�s trade with the E��1� in�omania�s trade with the E��1� in�s trade with the E��1� ins trade with the E��1� inthe E��1� in in 
consumers� industrial goods has been making a considerable surplus,rs� industrial goods has been making a considerable surplus, has been making a considerable surplus,, 
with Bulgaria�s trade showing only a slight surplus. Bulgaria�s trade showing only a slight surplus.�s trade showing only a slight surplus.s trade showing only a slight surplus.showing only a slight surplus. only a slight surplus.

Tables ��1�� show C��Bs of the four countries in 1��1�2�����, which�1�� show C��Bs of the four countries in 1��1�2�����, which1�� show C��Bs of the four countries in 1��1�2�����, which�2�����, which�005, which 
indicate the commodity structure of trade in more detail. The mostin more detail. The mostmore detail.  The most 
impressive point in the tables is the fact that Hungary�s machinery sectorve point in the tables is the fact that Hungary�s machinery sector point in the tables is the fact that Hungary�s machinery sector�s machinery sectors machinery sector 
has turned from a deficit�producing to a surplus�producing sector. �oland�producing to a surplus�producing sector. Polandproducing to a surplus�producing sector. Poland�producing sector. Polandproducing sector.  Poland 
has not achieved such transformation, but the deficit in the machinery, but the deficit in the machinery but the deficit in the machinerythe machinerymachinery 
trade has been diminishing.  On the other hand, the machinery sector ofother hand, the machinery sector of the machinery sector of 
�omania and Bulgaria has been showing large deficits and this situationshowing large deficits and this situation large deficits and this situationits and this situation and this situation 
does not seem to be changing. Romania has been a net exporter of con�be changing. Romania has been a net exporter of con�changing. Romania has been a net exporter of con�ing. Romania has been a net exporter of con�.  Romania has been a net exporter of con�con�
sumers� industrial goods. Bulgaria cannot be called a net exporter but at goods.  Bulgaria cannot be called a net exporter but ata net exporter but atnet exporter but at atat 
least it has not been a net importer li�e Hungary.  These findings indicateThese findings indicatehese findings indicate 
that Romania and Bulgaria are, in their systems of division of labor in, in their systems of division of labor in in their systems of division of labor intheir systems of division of labor in systems of division of labor ins of division of labor in of division of labor inof division of labor indivision of labor in 
the E�, �primitive industrial states with the status of subcontractor.��, “primitive industrial states with the status of subcontractor.” “primitive industrial states with the status of subcontractor.”“primitive industrial states with the status of subcontractor.”primitive industrial states with the status of subcontractor.”es with the status of subcontractor.” with the status of subcontractor.” the status of subcontractor.” status of subcontractor.”.”  
Here, a “primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is a, a “primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is a a “primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is aa “primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is a “primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is a“primitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is aprimitive industrial state with the status of subcontractor” is athe status of subcontractor” is astatus of subcontractor” is a” is a is a 
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country that imports machinery and semi�finished goods from advanced 
countries, processes them into finished goods, and exports them bac�., and exports them back. and exports them back.  
Hungary has graduated from this status.this status. status.

Another interesting point in the tables is that the food sector of interesting point in the tables is that the food sector ofd sector ofsector of 
Romania has been a net importing sector.  This means that RomaniaThis means that Romania means that Romania 
could not pursue an economic development policy driven by agriculture 
under the CA� system of the E�.  As for Bulgaria, the food sector hasd sector has sector has 
not yet become a net importing sector, but its significance has beenbecome a net importing sector, but its significance has been a net importing sector, but its significance has beenits significance has been has been 
diminishing �see also Figure 5�.  Although Romania and Bulgaria were 

Fi�ur�� 2�� �PD o�� Hun��ry ���in�t t��� EU 15 �Annual Average�

Five boxes are arranged to show the trade of commodity groups of �1� to �5� 
from left to right

Note) The E� 1� includes countries that were already members of the E� before 2����� 
enlargement.
�ource� �alculated and drawn by the author using the data of OE�D �various years�.

Fi�ur�� 3�� �PD o�� Po��nd ���in�t t��� EU 15 �Annual Average�

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.

1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005

1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005

-28.5
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22.4*4.0
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33.1
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5.9*2.4

23.7*-1.6
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-15.6

-40.8
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16.9*3.4

23.4
-29.1
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1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005

1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005

-61.3

0.6*3.3

8.6 19.2

-49.4*7.9

47.4
23.4

-47.9

25.6

-45.4*1.5

8.1*17.6

-32.5*3.6

51.7
14.9

-34.9

34.2

58.5

1.5 8.4*11.1

-33.0*3.0

13.9
50.1

-56.9

21.5
-14.8*1.8

29.0

31.0 8.8*8.2

37.5
5.3

-64.3

24.6

-34.4*2.6

25.2
28.5

-1.2*14.4

-1.4*29.9

-56.7

26.6

28.4*2.5

9.2*26.1

5.2*6.1

1.7*38.8

Fi�ur�� 4�� �PD o�� �o��ni� ���in�t t��� EU 15 �Annual Average�

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.

Fi�ur�� 5�� �PD o�� �u���ri� ���in�t t��� EU 15 �Annual Average�

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.

agricultural countries until World War ����, their agricultural productivitytheir agricultural productivityagricultural productivity 
and technology in the food industry were outstripped by those of Western in the food industry were outstripped by those of Western food industry were outstripped by those of Western industry were outstripped by those of Westernindustry were outstripped by those of Westernwere outstripped by those of Western outstripped by those of Western 
European countries during the socialist regime.  ��t is worth noting that 
even the role of the food sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus hasthe role of the food sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus has role of the food sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus has of the food sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus has the food sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus hasd sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus has sector in Hungary in creating trade surplus hasin Hungary in creating trade surplus has Hungary in creating trade surplus hascreating trade surplus has trade surplus has 
been diminishing.

Figure 6 shows the trend of the HDLR of the four countries. ��tigure 6 shows the trend of the HDLR of the four countries. ��tthe trend of the HDLR of the four countries. ��ttrend of the HDLR of the four countries. ��tthe HDLR of the four countries. ��tHDLR of the four countries.  ��t 
is clear that Hungary has maintained a horizontal relationship with themaintained a horizontal relationship with the horizontal relationship with thenship with the with thethe 
E��1� �advanced �estern Europe), whereas the relationship between�15 �advanced Western Europe�, whereas the relationship between15 �advanced Western Europe�, whereas the relationship betweennship between between 
�omania and the E��1� has been more vertical. This means that Hungarythe E��1� has been more vertical. This means that HungaryE��1� has been more vertical. This means that Hungary�15 has been more vertical. This means that Hungary15 has been more vertical.  This means that HungaryThis means that Hungary means that Hungary 
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��b��� 7�� Hun��ry'� CS� ���in�t t��� EU 15
�1� = 

Machinery ��� = Fuel ��� = 
Materials ��� = Foods �5� = �onsumers� 

industrial goods
1��1 �11.1� �.1� 1.�� ��.��� �0.16 
1��� �10.�� 1.56 1.�� 6.�5 �0.��0 
1��� �1�.5� 1.�� ��.�6 �.15 ��.5� 
1��� �11.6� 0.�6 �1.5� �.�� ��.�� 
1��5 �5.66 0.�� �0.�� �.�0 ��.��6 
1��6 ��.0� 1.0� ��.0� �.05 ��.�� 
1��� ��.�� 0.�� ��.��� 1.�� ��.65 
1���� �1.�� 0.�� ��.�� 1.5�� ��.�� 
1��� �.0�� 0.�� ��.�� 1.6� �1.�� 
�000 ��.�5 0.�� ��.6�� 1.1� �1.��� 
�001 0.�� 0.�� ��.��1 1.1� �1.50 
�00� �0.��� 0.15 ��.�� 1.15 �1.�5 
�00� 0.�� 0.06 ��.�6 1.15 �1.��6 
�00� 6.66 0.0� ��.�� 0.�5 ��.16 
�005 6.�� 0.�0 ��.�� 0.�� �1.��6 

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.

��b��� 8�� Po��nd’� CS� ���in�t t��� EU 15
�1� = 

Machinery ��� = Fuel ��� = 
Materials ��� = Foods �5� = �onsumers� 

industrial goods
1��1 �15.��� 1.�� �.1� 0.�� ��.�0 
1��� �10.6� 0.�� �.�1 0.�0 ��.��� 
1��� �11.�1 1.1� �1.6�� �0.�� �5.�� 
1��� �10.6� �.��� �0.60 �0.�� ��.��� 
1��5 �11.�0 �.�� �0.��5 �0.51 ��.��� 
1��6 �16.�� 0.�� �5.15 �.�1 ��.��6 
1��� �1�.50 0.��� �6.�� �0.6�� ��.1� 
1���� �1�.1� 1.�� �6.��� �0.6� �1.6� 
1��� �1�.��� 0.��� ��.��� �0.�1 �0.��� 
�000 �11.�0 �0.50 ��.��� �0.�5 �0.�� 
�001 ��.0� �0.06 ���.16 �0.�1 0.1� 
�00� ���.�� �0.�1 ���.56 �0.1� 0.�1 
�00� �6.�� �0.�1 ���.��� 0.6� 1.�5 
�00� �5.0� �0.�� ���.5� 0.6� 0.61 
�005 �5.�� �0.�� ��.0� 0.5� 0.1� 

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.
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��b��� 9) �o��ni�’� CS� ���in�t t��� EU 15
�1� = 

Machinery ��� = Fuel ��� = 
Materials ��� = Foods �5� = �onsumers� 

industrial goods
1��1 ���.0� �.�� �1.60 �5.10 16.���� 
1��� �16.06 �1.�6 �0.6� ��.06 1�.51 
1��� �1�.�1 �0.�� ��.11 �5.�� 11.5� 
1��� �1�.�6 0.1� �.��0 �1.5� 11.06 
1��5 �1�.�1 �0.5� �.60 ��.�6 �.�� 
1��6 �1�.1� �1.�� 0.�� ��.10 �.11 
1��� �11.��� �0.6�� �.6� �0.�1 �.�6 
1���� �1�.�� �0.�6 0.6� �1.��1 �.�5 
1��� �10.�6 �0.5� �0.�� �0.�0 �.�� 
�000 �1�.16 �0.5� �.5� �0.6� 6.5� 
�001 �11.�6 0.11 1.56 �0.�5 ��.01 
�00� �10.�� 1.�� 1.05 �0.��� ��.5� 
�00� �10.�5 0.6� 0.�� �0.�5 �.��1 
�00� �1�.�0 0.�1 1.�� �0.�� 6.55 
�005 �1�.�� 1.16 �0.0� �1.��� 5.6� 

�ote� �ame as Figure �.
�ource� �ame as Figure �.

��b��� 10�� �u���ri�’� CS� ���in�t t��� t��� EU 15
�1� = 

Machinery ��� = Fuel ��� = 
Materials ��� = Foods �5� = �onsumers� 

industrial goods
1��1 �1��.�0 0.1� �.��� �.1�� �0.10 
1��� �1��.�1 ��.1� �.��� �.1� �.�0 
1��� �1�.��� �1.�6 1.�1 ��.�� �1.�� 
1��� �1�.�0 �1.10 �.�6 �0.�� �0.�� 
1��5 �15.�0 �0.1� 1�.56 �0.��� �1.��0 
1��6 �11.�5 0.1� 10.5� 1.�� 1.06 
1��� ��.�� 0.15 1�.��� 1.6� �.0� 
1���� �1�.�1 �0.6� �.0� 0.16 �.�� 
1��� �1�.5� �0.��6 5.0�� 0.��6 �.1�� 
�000 �1�.�5 0.0� ��.�� �0.�� 1.�5 
�001 �1�.06 0.��� �.10 �0.�� 1.���� 
�00� �1�.6� 0.��� 1.�6 1.�� 0.5� 
�00� �1�.6� 0.�6 1.�5 0.�� 0.5� 
�00� �15.66 0.�1 �.�0 0.�� 1.16 
�005 �15.51 0.��� �.�1 0.0� �0.�� 

Note) Same as Figure 2.
Source) Same as Figure 2.
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Fi�ur�� 6. Horizont�� Divi�ion o�� L�bor ��t�� (%)
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succeeded in changing its status in Europe from middle developed tochanging its status in Europe from middle developed to its status in Europe from middle developed to 
highly developed.hly developed. developed.10  On the other hand, Romania has been unable toother hand, Romania has been unable to, Romania has been unable tohas been unable to toto 
grow out of its backwardness concerning trade relations with Westernconcerning trade relations with Western trade relations with Western 
Europe.  Bulgaria is similar in this respect to �omania. It is difficult tois similar in this respect to �omania. It is difficult to similar in this respect to �omania. It is difficult toin this respect to �omania. It is difficult to �omania.  It is difficult to 
evaluate the trend of Poland, but if we take into consideration that the 
net import of machinery has been declining �see Table ���, Poland�s trade�s trades trade 
relations with Western Europe are more advanced than those of Romanians with Western Europe are more advanced than those of Romania with Western Europe are more advanced than those of Romaniaare more advanced than those of Romania more advanced than those of Romaniathose of Romania of Romania 
and Bulgaria.

Conc�udin� �����r��

We have shown that Romania and Bulgaria were backward countries 
at the end of the previous regimes and, in the course of transformationtransformation 
in the ��0s and after, they could not shake themselves free of their status��0s and after, they could not shake themselves free of their status�0s and after, they could not shake themselves free of their statusof their status their status 
in the sphere of system reform and trade structure in E� integration.  

 10 The decline in Hungary�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increaseThe decline in Hungary�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increaseecline in Hungary�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increasein Hungary�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increase Hungary�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increase�s HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increases HDLR in �005 and �006 was caused by an increase an increase increase 
in net export of machinery. Therefore, this phenomenon means advancement of net export of machinery. Therefore, this phenomenon means advancement of, this phenomenon means advancement of this phenomenon means advancement of 
Hungarian industry, instead of backwardness.
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However, Figures ��1�� indicate another side of the situation. The figures�1�� indicate another side of the situation. The figures1�� indicate another side of the situation.  The figures 
show that Hungary and Poland have the same tendency as Romania and 
Bulgaria from the viewpoint of international financing�� economic growth11 
under current account deficit.  This is a reflection of the situation wherethe situation wheresituation where 
economic growth would accelerate import more quickly than export,accelerate import more quickly than export, import more quickly than export,more quickly than export,quickly than export,ly than export, than export, 
accruing a current account deficit, which should in turn be covered by current account deficit, which should in turn be covered by 
capital inflows from advanced countries li�e Germany, Netherlands, and, and and 
Britain. This picture is quite different from that of �hina and Japan,.  This picture is quite different from that of �hina and Japan,, 
where economic growth took place at high speed. economic growth took place at high speed.took place at high speed.high speed.

 11 The rate of economic growth is higher in Hungary and Poland than inThe rate of economic growth is higher in Hungary and Poland than inate of economic growth is higher in Hungary and Poland than in 
Romania and Bulgaria.

Fi�ur�� 7�� Curr��nt Account �nd GDP: Hun��ry
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Fi�ur�� 8�� Curr��nt Account �nd GDP: Po��nd
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Fi�ur�� 9�� Curr��nt Account �nd GDP: �o��ni�
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